
Welcome to Year 7 and 8  Pixl Edge

- Overview of Pixl Edge

- Suggested timeline for Apprentice level award
• Term 2 - Leadership

• Term 3 - Organisation

• Term 4 - Resilience

• Term 5 - Initiative and Communication

• Term 6 - tutors check and sign off  (suggested 830 – 845 am time before registering students, but you can 
choose to do this at other times)

• Term 6 – presentation of certificates - all to complete Apprentice level (due to lockdown)



Who are we? Learn it, share it, show it off. We’ll 
be talking to you about this when we visit your 
lessons ☺ PiXL Edge is part of this:





The CBI is the UK’s leading business  organisation, speaking for 
some 240,000 businesses that together employ around a 
third of the private sector workforce. 

“Employers look for young people who are rigorous, 
rounded and grounded, with not only skills and 
knowledge, but also the wider behaviours and 
attitudes that are needed for success in life and work. 
Programmes such as The Edge that support and 
encourage this wider development in young people as 
a part of their school journey are a welcome step 
towards ensuring that all young people can fulfil their 
potential”

Neil Carberry - Director for Employment and Skills, CBI



And the other ‘Why’?

The Edge is a truly amazing programme! Everything I have said over the 
four years is true. I have always self-doubted by ability and if it wasn’t 
for the Edge those self-doubts would still be hanging over me. It has 
shown what I could actually do and what I can challenge myself to 
achieve. You know me and how embarrassed I have been about my 
academics but since doing the Edge it has help me balance out both. 
- Lucy, Masters student at Charters School



So, what is the Edge?

• In secondary schools, it is a three tier Award Scheme.

Apprentice Graduate Masters

The focus is about developing students, both in terms of 
their skill sets and their ability to reflect on and articulate 
their skills. 

At Fairfield we all do Apprentice, and aim to do Graduate. 
Masters is usually in post-16.



Apprentice and Graduate Awards

Students complete a series of activities focused on the 
five Edge attributes: 

Leadership Organisation Resilience Initiative Communication

Apprentice Level: 10 activities (2 per attribute)

Graduate Level: 8 activities (1 per attribute, 3 free choice)

This year we will all focus on Apprentice Level. Some may be able to manage 
Graduate level.



To achieve the award you complete activities at 
home, and then log them on an Activity Database



How to use it?

• https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=qJEmnaVfOBQ&t=101s

• Your AC will book a computer 
room to get you started

• Your tutor will be sent your login 
information

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJEmnaVfOBQ&t=101s


Encouraging Self-Reflection
It’s not just the doing that’s important – it’s being able to articulate what 
you’ve done.



Pixl Edge – Email tutor for reminder of 
password if needed

All emails are also available on the school website



Over this and the next session you can spend 
time getting to know the five LORICS
• Leadership

• Organisation

• Resilience

• Initiative

• Communication



LEADERSHIP 1 

What is leadership? 

Try to work with a partner to come up with a definition of Leadership.



Leadership

Leadership is the action of leading a group of people or an organization, 
or  having the ability to do this.  There are different styles of leadership.



Martin Luther King Jnr

• Martin Luther King was the leader of the SCLC and 
he was campaigning for equal rights for black 
Americans.  This is a clip of his most famous speech-
it is called the “I have a Dream Speech”.  It was 
made in Washington when over 100,000 people 
marched to show their support for equal rights.

While you watch the video think about what kind of 
leader he was?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n82rgdbM9G4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n82rgdbM9G4


Some characteristics and synonyms of leadership are;

guidance, give direction, authority, control, manage, 
supervise; organised, govern, have initiative, influence, 
intelligence, direction, good administrator, rule, 
command, power, mastery, domination, help, 
knowledge, selflessness, mentor, leader, encourage, 
order, promote, enthuse, create, patience, kindness, 
ruthlessness, single minded, responsible, pragmatic……



Covid safe actions

• Write a statement about what kind of leader you would like to be. 

• Think about what position of responsibility/leadership you would like 
to have in your school eg in your form group, sports groups, library, 
school forum or council, subject areas, helping others etc.



Organisation 1

Organisation 

What is good organisation?

Being able to identify what you need to do, how you are going to do it 
and then checking you get it done.



What skills does a good organiser have?



The ability to work 
well with others



The ability to 
make 

decisions



The ability to make clear plans



The ability to organize resources and…



The ability to organize people…



The ability 
to manage 

time



The task…..
• Individually or in pairs chose something you need to 

prepare/cook for your supper/ tea/a party. This can be 
something simple like cheese on toast or something 
more complicated like spaghetti bolognese. 

• What organisational decisions                 must you 
make? 



Things you could do (covid safe versions only)

• Design/ create a few recipes/pages of a cookery book 

• Create a class cookery book with recipes from different people in your 
class.



Resilience is… the ability to 
adapt well in the face of 

adversity, trauma, tragedy, 
threats and significant 

stress — such as family and 
relationship problems and 

serious health problems 
etc. It means “bouncing 

back” from difficult 
experiences.

What is “resilience”?



British documentary series filmed for Channel 4

Follows the everyday lives of staff and students 
at Thornhill Community Academy, Yorkshire. 
Watch the video. How is resilience shown?



Click the               button to watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiKoqZwTYoM


Can you think of any obstacles to 
language and communication 

you have yourself?



Call to Action
Choose one area of weakness you might have in 

your use of language and/or communication.

What will you do this week to begin 
to overcome it, and how?



Initiative 1:
Being Pro-active 1

Apprentice Level



The definition of being proactive:

A person who gets things done. If 
you are proactive, you make things 
happen, instead of waiting for them 

to happen to you.



If I have a pro-active attitude:
• When things aren’t going my way I try to focus on 

what I can do to change my situation for the better.
• When I see other people have success I feel inspired 

and driven
• When someone offers to help me I am pleased of the 

opportunity to learn something new.
• When someone is having a bad day I give them the 

benefit of the doubt and move on
• I am happy being a beginner and working out how to 

master something



If I have a passive/reactive attitude:
• When I am struggling I blame other things/people for 

not getting things done or things not improving
• When other people are doing well I get jealous and 

make sarcastic remarks
• When someone offers to help me I get defensive and 

think it is personal criticism of my weakness.
• When someone is rude to me I get angry and criticise

them.
• I don’t like doing anything that I don’t know how to 

do.



Call to Action

This week, how will you deal with your challenges 
differently?



Communication:
I increasingly choose to 
match form to audience

Apprentice Level



Definition: to communicate is to share 
or exchange information, news or ideas 
by speaking, writing or using some other 

medium





What is Mandela 
suggesting about the 
way we should share 
with our audience? 



Are you sharing in ways that make it difficult for you to 
be heard?

• You are shy and don’t like to say much.
• You struggle to speak confidently so sound less 

convincing than others. 
• You have your own fixed ideas which make you seem 

closed off to the EXCHANGING of ideas.
• You share aggressively and people are put off by your 

attitude.
• You don’t always adapt HOW you say things to suit your 

audience. 



People who match form to purpose and 
audience …

…think about the language that others speak in 
…adapt to suit the audience, whether speaking

or writing 
…consider how they will be heard as well as           

what they wish to say



Things you could do (you would have to 
adapt for covid)

OR

• Act as a tour guide
• Create an exhibition of your own work and invite a 

range of people to view it
• Deliver a series of MFL games to a group of Primary 

School children
• Write a film review

• Consider who else you are to communicate with 
and propose your own Edge activity. 


